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Ouline

•The IEEE Public Visibility Committee
•What can region’s do to promote the 
engineering professions?
•How can sections participate?
•How can sections improve their 
activity publicity?
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The IEEE PV Committee Mission 
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To increase awareness, understanding and 
appreciation of how engineering, computing and 
technology benefit humanity, and to promote the 

visibility of engineering, computing and technology 
professionals who carry out this work

As approved by IEEE BoD and outlined in Bylaws 
establishing Public Visibility Standing Committee



2016 Taditional Media Highlights:  
Broadcast

We successfully expanded our 
traditional media outreach to 
include broadcast this year:
• 28 television and radio 

interviews
• National and top 15 

markets
• 12 TEs featured to date

Media 
Outlets

Technical 
Experts  
Topics

Massoud Amin Intelligent Infrastructure
Karen Bartleston STEM
Ron Brachman IoT and Big Data
Tom Coughlin Engineers Week|Wearable, Implantable Tech
Kevin Curran IoT and Big Data
Kevin Du IoT and Big Data
Jeff Miller Driverless Cars
Karen Panetta STEM
Todd Rappaport Engineers Week|5G Technology
Todd Richmond VR/AR in Education
George K. Thiruvathukal Eye Tracking|Heath Monitoring Tech at retail
William Webb IoT and Big Data
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• IEEE Robotics and Automation 
Society
– Antonio Espingardeiro, IEEE Member

• IEEE Consumer Electronics 
Society
– Tom Coughlin, IEEE Senior Member
– Stu Lipoff, IEEE Fellow

• IEEE Computer Society's 
Technical Committee on 
Security and Privacy
– Diogo Monica, IEEE Member

• IEEE Power & Energy Society
– Massoud Amin, IEEE Senior Member

• IEEE Aerospace and Electronic 
Systems Society
– Paul Kostek, IEEE Senior Member

• IEEE Intelligent Transportation 
Systems Society
– Jeffrey Miller, IEEE Senior Member
– Alberto Broggi, IEEE Fellow

• IEEE Computer Society
– Karen Panetta, IEEE Fellow
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Society Engagement:  A Sampling of TEs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are just a few sample of the various technical experts we have utilized within the public visibility initiative.  



Become a Technical Expert (TE)
• Our TEs have helped support numerous campaigns by 

– Providing commentary on breaking news 
that can be shared with the media

– Drafting thought leadership byline articles
– Participating in media interviews (phone, in-person)
– Featuring their thought leadership in videos

– Joining in Google Hangouts and Social Media 
Ask Me Anythings (AMAs)

– Attending industry events, including Web Summit, 
CES, Mobile World Congress and CES Asia

Become a TE via our submission form: 
https://www.ieee.org/about/corporate/public_visibility/

technical_expert_form_index.html
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So when we reach out to the media we gain the support of our IEEE Technical Experts to help us clarify information, tell our engineering story and provide technical expertise to that story.  There are so many other ways to have used our technical experts.We are always looking for new technical experts to diversify our roster and widen our areas of expertise. On the Public Visibility Committee website, there is a submission form.

https://www.ieee.org/about/corporate/public_visibility/technical_expert_form_index.html


June/July:   AI (Machine Learning+Deep 
Learning)

2017 Hot Topics
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Feb/March: Cybersecurity

April/May: IoT & Big Data 

Digital mesh
Ethical data gathering and useage
Consumer Electronics
AI & machine learning
Data structure, analytics architecture

… and more

Dec/Jan: Consumer Electronics
Wearables
AR/VR
Cellphones/mobile technology
Drones

… and more

Aug/Sept: Robotics
Robotics in health, logistics, 
utilities, automation
Robotics for e-commerce
Robotics and the cloud
Cybersecurity … and more

Cybersecurity contributions of 
engineers
Adaptive Security Architecture
Biometric authentication
RSA, Mobile World Congress

Oct/Nov: AR/VR
Augmented Humanity
AR/VR ethics
Human Biosystems
Wearable devices for predictive 
health, smart contacts, “fifth limbs”

… and more

Deep learning
Neural networks 
Natural language processing AI 
for medical diagnostics Robotics 
for surgery, education, 
manufacturing
Autonomous vehicles



Become an IEEE Transmitter 
Article Contributor
Promotes Public Visibility activities while giving the audience content 
about hot topics and technology news from an IEEE perspective

How can you leverage:  Submit an Article on one of our Hot Topics!

• *As of August 2016
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I also see another potential opportunity for us, it’s with the IEEE Transmitter.  A place where content lives for the media and anyone from our technical environment or the general consumer to go to learn about what we do as engineers.  It is a compliment to all of the work that we do especially with hot topics.  It was a test and it’s doing fairly well.  The potential opportunity here is to gain stories, tied to the hot topic or another topic that may be resonating with the media such as….



What can you and your local IEEE 
Section do to promote the 
engineering profession?
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IEEE Publicity Collabratec Group

• IEEE Publicity 
Collabratec 
Group

• Promote and 
share 
experiences 
on local IEEE 
and 
professional 
publicity and 
events.
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Think Digital
▸ Is there an event or technology milestone in your area that 

ties in with the hot topic, and can be digitally represented, 
with sharable content?

▸Do you have a technical expert who can develop content 
addressing a particular technology topic in layman's 
terms?

▸ Is there a section of our local website where we can 
leverage our members as technical experts?

▸Do we include a place where media can contact experts?
▸Can we produce short video summaries of events (perhaps 

with Camtasia)?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are also some ways to do your own ‘PV program’ , but on the local level.. Integrating some activities that we’ve discussed and provided examples of. Here are just a short list



How You Can Help?

▸Be a Technical Expert or can you recommend a 
Technical Expert that can address a particular 
technology topic in layman’s terms and/or engage 
with media outlets?

▸ Is there an event or technology milestone in your 
area that ties in with the hot topic?

▸Promote Public Visibility in your region by 
incorporating our Hot Topics into your discussions

▸Contribute to IEEE Transmitter 
http://transmitter.ieee.org/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And finally, we reinforce how the audience can help assist the PV programIEEE Transmitter™ is where you will find a collection of articles, videos, infographics, inspiration and more all curated by IEEE. Our mission is to provide an engineer’s perspective on the latest tech news and innovations to help you cut through the noise and get to the stories that are most important to you.

http://transmitter.ieee.org/


Lessons for Locals on Public Visibility
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building off of that, we wanted to take a few minutes to generate some ideas about what other ways you can help promote public visibility and become a real ‘ambassador’ to the program



Lessons for Locals on Public Visibility

IEEE Public Visibility Toolkit
Tools and Templates: Get Two Pop-Ups
Leverage Hot Topics (or TAB’s 2017 New Challenges 
or initiatives that have traction)
Communications planning checklist
Social Media Guidelines
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Help on visibility is out there…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To make all of these tasks easier, we now have some basic examples/ templates for news releases that should help step you through the process.You can customize these templates with your local information.



Help on visibility is out there…

“How to Optimize the Media”
PPT on what media wants and how to message

“Leveraging Social Media at IEEE”
PPT explaining engagement goal and social media 
dynamics

Media Training 101
DOC with tips on giving interviews with reporters

http://www.ieee.org/about/news/media_kit/Intern
al/internal_publicity_toolkit.html
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IEEE Publicity Toolkit --- On the IEEE web for you:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To make all of these tasks easier, we now have some basic examples/ templates for news releases that should help step you through the process.You can customize these templates with your local information.

http://www.ieee.org/about/news/media_kit/Internal/internal_publicity_toolkit.html


IEEE “The Brand”

“IEEE Corporate Summary Presentation”
PPT on IEEE – Mission, History, Fast Facts, Major Activity 
Areas, Benefits to Society

IEEE at a Glance
1-page 2-sided flyer

https://www.ieee.org/about/toolkit/brand/index.h
tml
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If IEEE is what you are selling…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To make all of these tasks easier, we now have some basic examples/ templates for news releases that should help step you through the process.You can customize these templates with your local information.

https://www.ieee.org/about/toolkit/brand/index.html


IEEE – Templates, Tools, Resources
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Popups – Portable Visibility for Events –
Region 6 Initiative: Get (two ) 80” displays

http://www.ieee.org/about/toolkit/tools/DF_IEEE_MIG_MCT_105488



▸ IEEE Hot Topics. TABs 2017 New Challenges. …?
Look to partner.

▸Lead don’t lag.

Locals Can Leverage Non-Local 
Traction

Bigger groups have 
identified topics of high 
interest/relevance and have 
included them in their 
strategy – leverage work 
that they’ve done for your 
own local efforts.



▸ Is my event newsworthy?
▸ Is it relevant to the general 

public?
▸Who is your target 

audience?
▸Can you tie in a local 

angle? (local member, IEEE 
Milestone event, etc.)

▸Do you have the right  
spokesperson who can talk 
about IEEE?

Evaluating Events for Publicity Potential 
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What do you publicize?  Local press 
wants local impact. Know their beat.

▸Plan IEEE Day events – (October 4)
▸Local awards ceremony for volunteerism
▸Local awards ceremony with industry support
▸Career Day at local high school
▸Hosted guest speakers 
▸Community outreach activities supporting local 

schools or universities 
▸Humanitarian activities
▸STEM, FIRST or Maker Faire activity
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You Need a 
Spokesperson

Identify beforehand who you want to send media to …
Who’s Your Spokesperson? Make sure it’s someone who
▸ Has reviewed and is ready to deliver planned key messages
▸ Is familiar with your activities and its local community contributions
▸ Has general understanding of the news media
▸ Is a Technical expert (if applicable)
▸ Knows Basic IEEE statistics 
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Maximizing News Means News or Press Release(s)

▸Yes, you need a press release.  Essentially you need 
a “Media Kit” release

▸ If there is a Web page with additional information, 
be sure to include the URL.

▸Post multiple shorter news item to your group’s 
Facebook and/or Twitter feeds or other local social 
media site so those interested in the event will 
receive the latest information.
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Don’t Forget Online and Social Media – Go short and very short
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Create a Publicity Plan
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What Does Success Look Like?

▸Two pieces of coverage = success
▸Measurable, significant increase in 

“engagement” = success
▸If you do this right, eventually the media 

will come to YOU! = success
▸Social media is about activity and 

engagement with more audience that’s 
interested
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Last slide for a talk that is half as long!  11 more slides 
with help for you available.



Press Release – Method 1

▸Method 1: Get Professional to Write Yours
- IEEE Press Release Request Form

• (Part of Publicity Toolkit)
- IEEE-USA -- Chris McManes is Media Relations Contact
- Release by Relations Staff of a University or Corporate 

Partner 
- Your event needs to be of a scope that makes it 

worthwhile for this wide-area coverage
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Getting Coverage from Real Reporters



Press Release – Method 2

▸3-4 weeks in advance of the event is the time to 
submit your press release. 

▸ Put your message in the body of an email. Work to keep 
main message to “one screen”. 

- Often reporters won’t open attachments.

▸Be precise and clear
▸Avoid using acronyms or organizational jargon.  

- The IEEE community uses a lot of industry or IEEE-
specific terms. Be sure to translate this information into 
relatable terms (YP and PACE are not those terms). 
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Writing Your Own Press Release



Key Tip: No Unsolicited Attachments

▸ “Photo opportunity” events are ones where prominent 
people may be present, or the events are particularly 
visually intriguing. 

▸ Nobody Reads Attachments They Didn’t Ask You to Send 
Them

▸ For posting, Include a photo with caption identifying the 
people in the photos.

▸ Provide follow-up contact information, and media relations 
contacts
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Nobody Reads Attachments They Didn’t Ask You to Send Them



When You’re Spokesperson: Have 3 
Key Messages
▸Most important message first – this is your headline

- You may not have time for anything else
▸30 seconds or less to capture 

- Primary
- Secondary 
- Tertiary

▸Repeat your messages often
- Vary the order, examples, phrases

▸Be conversational. Avoid technical jargon and big, abstract 
words

▸Use additional time to flesh out messages with supporting 
points and examples
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Get the News Out - Be Your own Reporter!
Submit Your Events Sections.  People in the News Sections.  

30

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of this session is to provide a high level media training session, which will provide you with tips on how to research and interact with the local media. You can utilize tactics and tips that we use with our technical experts through the PV program in your own area.



What is Meetup? Social Media for 
Meetings
▸ Kathleen Kramer first heard about it here at Southeastcon

▸Online social networking portal for meetings based on 
topics: tech, career, pets, books, etc.

▸Helps Members to find meetings. Helps Organizers to manage meetings & 
groups. Organizers post meetings, pics, docs, take polls

▸Calendar accepts RSVP’s for meetings. Can collect payments through WePay

▸Members can sign up to meet up or just see what’s meeting. Optional 
meeting notice to all members. Weekly summary of Meetups for each 
member

▸ Free to members. Organizers: Basic $120-185/yr
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IEEE San Diego Section and Meetup

▸We wanted to increase outreach to non-IEEE techies. Goal: 
Grow members and increase meeting attendance
▸ Compare other IEEE Sections: IEEE Long Island and others 

http://www.meetup.com/topics/ieee/all/

▸ Founder used credit card to start. Founder 1st Member/pic on list, 
visible, Chair

▸ 4 join; Founder “elevates” them to Organizer. 

▸Chairs join; Organizers “elevate” them to “Event Host” so they can 
update Calendar

▸Chairs invite IEEE/public members to join

▸Chairs post meetings, Meetup members RSVP
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http://www.meetup.com/topics/ieee/all/


Effective Social Media Campaigns

•Use Twitter wisely—get the facts out there and 
build excitement

•Post to LinkedIn sites  - be highly connected or 
mention two interested, connected people in the 
update you want seen

•Post to Region Facebook site.  It’s the social 
media of choice for worldwide IEEE YPs. Tag the 
connected and interested.

•“Brewing Up the Best Social Media” from IEEE 
YP: http://yp.ieee.org/our-social-media-game-is-
on-point-how-about-yours/
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http://yp.ieee.org/our-social-media-game-is-on-point-how-about-yours/


LinkedIn – Reach the Interested 
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“Updates” on 
professional 
and technical 
related news 
and comments. 



Facebook– Build on the Power of 
Personal Connections 
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Can dramatically (2700%) 
spread awareness. Pages 
and groups only work with 
well-connected people 
supporting.



Don’t be invisible!
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Follow the IEEE Region 6 rules for 2017:
1. Be Cool. Be Creative.

2. Use Your Superpowers for Good. 

3. Don’t Be Boring.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By lending your expertise and input will continue to establish IEEE members as the thought leaders…that we are!
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